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Abstract
Researchers have long predicted the demise of the operating system [21, 26, 41]. As datacenter servers increasingly incorporate I/O devices that let applications bypass the OS kernel (e.g., RDMA [12] and DPDK [15] network devices or SPDK storage devices), this prediction may finally come true. While kernel-bypass devices do eliminate the OS kernel from the I/O path, they do not handle the kernel’s most important job: offering higher-level abstractions. This paper argues for a new high-level, device-agnostic I/O abstraction for kernel-bypass devices. We propose the Demikernel, a new library OS architecture for kernel-bypass devices. It defines a high-level, kernel-bypass I/O abstraction and provides user-space library OSes to implement that abstraction across a range of kernel-bypass devices. The Demikernel makes applications easier to build, portable across devices, and unmodified as devices continue to evolve.
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• Software and its engineering → Operating systems.
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1 Introduction
Over the past decade, I/O devices in datacenter servers have sped up while CPU performance has stagnated. To compensate, servers increasingly integrate I/O accelerators – I/O devices with attached computational units that offload work from the CPU. Classic examples include TCP offloading [14, 46] and hardware virtualization (e.g., SR-IOV [23]); in the future, compression, encryption, machine learning, and more will be offloaded (e.g., using FPGAs [9, 42, 48] and other hardware [8, 10, 43, 49]).

In contrast to classic I/O accelerators, modern datacenter accelerators commonly offer kernel bypass along with their other features, as the kernel adds significant overhead to every I/O access [5, 31, 51]. These kernel-bypass accelerators implement the needed OS features – multiplexing, isolation, address translation – to let applications safely access I/O without going through the kernel. While today’s kernel-bypass accelerators have some limitations, eventually accelerators will eliminate the OS kernel from the fast I/O path, relegating the kernel to slow, control-path operations.

This datacenter trend raises an important question for operating system researchers: What role does the operating system play in the upcoming kernel-bypass era? As shown in Figure 1, kernel-bypass accelerators remove the OS kernel from the I/O data path but do not replace all of its functionality. Importantly, they lack high-level, device-agnostic abstractions offered by OS kernels, like files, sockets, and pipes.

Existing kernel-bypass applications [16, 22, 25, 35] eschew classic OS abstractions and directly interact with the hardware. For example, the many distributed RDMA storage systems [11, 16, 29, 30, 44, 60] are completely re-designed to use the RDMA NIC interface and highly optimized to the performance characteristics of specific hardware versions.

Unfortunately, customizing RDMA systems to the hardware requires enormous engineering effort (and reaps few benefits [28, 57]). The downside for hardware designers is significant too: as more applications rely on accelerators, it becomes difficult for the hardware to evolve without impacting an increasingly large number of applications.
This paper argues for an evolution of the datacenter operating system to provide a high-level kernel-bypass I/O abstraction. Just because kernel-bypass accelerators eliminate the OS kernel does not mean that application programmers must do without the benefits of an OS. We discuss how kernel-bypass devices have changed the datacenter and how operating systems should change as well. We propose a new OS architecture, the Demikernel, and discuss design challenges for the Demikernel and future datacenter OSes.

2 Kernel-Bypass Accelerators in the Datacenter

Today’s datacenter kernel-bypass accelerators comprise a confusing combination of technologies, protocols, and specifications, implemented by a variety of I/O devices. There is no unifying interface or set of features, other than reducing application overhead by bypassing the OS kernel on the I/O path. This section provides background on available devices and their offered features, as well as insight into the difficulties facing application programmers when using these devices.

Some kernel-bypass accelerators only implement kernel-bypass, while others offer more, ranging from additional OS functionality to arbitrary application-function offload. Table 1 gives examples in each category. Intel’s Data-Plane Development Kit [15] (DPDK) or Storage-Plane Development Kit [56] (SPDK) specify basic I/O device functionality for kernel-bypass. Arrakis [51], Ix [5] and related work [27, 36] use hardware virtualization to provide the same features; for example, SR-IOV [23] provides multiplexing and the IOMMU [2] provides address translation; however, these devices provide no additional OS features. To use kernel-bypass accelerators in this category, applications must supply their own I/O stack (e.g., a complete user-level TCP stack).

RDMA NICs provide a limited networking stack and support the verbs interface, which offers reliable communication, and the rdmacm interface, which almost matches the POSIX socket interface. However, to send and receive data, applications must still supply OS buffer management and flow control. Applications have to register memory before using it for I/O, and receivers must allocate enough buffers of the right size for senders. Allocating too many buffers wastes memory while allocating too few causes communication to fail.

Finally, there is a new category of programmable devices, including I/O devices with FPGAs (e.g., Catapult [9], Mellanox Innova [43], NetFPGA [48]) and I/O devices with ARM Systems-on-a-chip (e.g., Broadcom NetXtreme [8], Mellanox Bluefield [42]) that offer the potential to offload arbitrary application functions. Compression, encryption and machine learning have been proposed but almost anything is possible, albeit not always practical.

Lacking any unified OS support for today’s kernel-bypass accelerator technologies, application programmers must deeply understand device features and OS internals to achieve kernel bypass. They must implement missing OS functionality that their application might need, and, worse, they must implement different OS functionality for each specific device and update any changes as devices evolve.

3 Evolving the Datacenter OS for Kernel Bypass

The role of the operating system in a kernel-bypass framework is simple: offer the benefits of the OS kernel with minimal overhead. We detail the requirements to fulfill this role.

3.1 Optimize for User-Level I/O Processing

Kernel-bypass requires all OS functionality on the I/O path be implemented in a user-level library. However, recycling existing kernel-level I/O stacks into a user-level library is both inefficient and insufficient to meet the needs of kernel-bypass applications. For example, the traditional OS I/O stack includes many mechanisms for sharing and multiplexing that add needless overhead, especially when the library OS shares the application’s address space.

Further, OS kernels lack mechanisms of value to kernel-bypass applications. For example, kernel-bypass devices offer user-space address translation but expect applications to help with memory management by explicitly registering memory with each device. Thus, a kernel-bypass OS can simplify applications by transparently making all application memory available to I/O devices. As an added benefit, this design lets the OS make performance trade-offs without modifying every application. For example, there is a trade-off between memory usage and device registration because any registered memory
must be pinned and cannot be re-allocated or swapped. This transparent memory registration is not available in existing OS stacks. The combination of unnecessary and missing features suggests the need for a completely re-designed user-level OS I/O stack.

3.2 Offer an Efficient I/O-Processing Abstraction

Our current I/O abstraction is inherited from a time when I/O devices were slow and applications spent much of their time waiting for I/O to complete. In contrast, datacenter I/O devices now deliver I/O requests faster than applications can process them, so applications must be highly optimized to process I/O as fast as possible. For example, Redis spends about 2μs on each read request [51]; to keep up with increasing NIC speeds, it no longer afford any added latency from the OS kernel. For these applications, the kernel’s I/O abstraction is as much a barrier to performance as the kernel itself.

While user-level libraries that preserve the POSIX API (e.g., mTCP [25], F-stack[19]) are easy to use with existing applications, the legacy I/O abstraction imposes too much overhead. The POSIX abstraction requires applications copy from kernel buffers into application buffers. This copy is both inefficient (copying a 4k page takes 1μs on a 4GHz CPU, adding 50% overhead to Redis), and unnecessary (since the data is already in the user-level address space). Second, UNIX pipes force applications to operate on streams of data; however, applications like Redis operate on atomic units of data. Redis can only process a read operation after the entire request has arrived; by the time Redis has inspected a pipe and found that its read operation is incomplete, it could have processed a request that was ready. The incompatibility of the existing POSIX interface with high-performance I/O processing calls for a new abstraction.

3.3 Implement Differing OS Functionality

Library operating systems [17, 38] already offer an architectural solution for a kernel-bypass OS; however, existing ones expect uniform OS kernel interfaces and hardware device features. For example, Arrakis [51] and Ix [5] only work with I/O devices that support standard hardware virtualization features, and even flexible library OS architectures, like the Exokernel [17] and others [38], expect a uniform kernel and device I/O abstraction that kernel-bypass devices do not offer.

A flexible library OS architecture is not only important to hide differences between kernel-bypass devices from applications but gives hardware designers the ability to move features between the hardware (the kernel-bypass accelerator) and software (the library OS). There are trade-offs to implementing functionality on the device (e.g., access to main memory is slower than from the CPU), so there will always be limitations to what OS features are practical and efficient to implement on each device. A library OS offers an ideal place to implement on the CPU those features that cannot be implemented on the device. The need for varying amounts of OS functionality is completely different from library OS architectures of the past and argues for a new design.

4 The Demikernel

The Demikernel is a new OS architecture for kernel-bypass accelerators. We describe it as a Demikernel because no single component in I/O-accelerated datacenter servers implements all OS kernel functionality. This section presents the Demikernel architecture and new kernel-bypass accelerator abstraction.

4.1 Demikernel Architecture

As shown in Figure 2, the Demikernel architecture splits traditional OS functionality into a kernel, which handles control path operations, and a library OS (libOS), which handles data-path I/O operations. Every libOS implements the Demikernel I/O abstraction across kernel-bypass accelerators and a user-level runtime library.

The control path includes all OS functionality not used on every I/O or used infrequently. This functionality includes allocating virtualized kernel-bypass accelerators to applications, opening network connections, creating and opening files, etc. The control path is not performance-critical, so we forsee that it will continue to be provided by legacy OS kernels (e.g., Linux), especially because it requires complex functionality that is not easily re-implemented.

The data path covers all OS functionality that handles I/O, including reading and writing to storage devices, networking devices and remote memory. Operations on other types of I/O that may be available in the future (e.g., writing to disaggregated memory) would also need to be included. The data path is both performance-critical and CPU-intensive because it must execute on every I/O operation. As a result, the Demikernel architecture splits this functionality across libOSes and kernel-bypass accelerators.

4.2 Demikernel I/O Queues

A key component of the Demikernel architecture is its device-independent, high-level abstraction for kernel-bypass I/O. The Demikernel abstracts kernel-bypass I/O devices as I/O queues, which, unlike POSIX pipes, have an atomic data unit.
Applications push data for I/O as an atomic unit into the queue and only pop data out of the queue when an entire data unit has arrived and the application can process it to completion.

For performance, the Demikernel library OSes try to preserve the application data unit on the device if possible. Demikernel queues are not bound by hardware limitations (e.g., limited capacity queues, fixed packet sizes) and are uniform between different devices. Since I/O devices commonly use hardware queues to interact, we found that the queue abstraction is general enough to apply to a wide range of I/O accelerators. The queue abstraction also lets applications express application-specific functions that can be offloaded to the I/O device through queue filter and map functions.

### 4.3 Demikernel System Call Interface

Applications interact with Demikernel queues through the Demikernel system call interface. System calls that give application access to I/O devices, which would previously return a file descriptor, now return a queue descriptor. To reduce application changes, the Demikernel syscall interface leaves most control-path calls in place while introducing a new set of data-path calls. Figure 3 summarizes the system calls.

Control-path calls also include queue creation and modification, e.g., filtering a network I/O queue for a packet type or encrypting data in a storage I/O queue before writing to disk. These calls are considered part of the control path; though a queue filter executes on every I/O, the application calls the OS only once to set up the filter.

The most important data path operations are push and pop for sending and receiving data, respectively. These system calls take a scatter-gather array of memory pointers, which form an atomic queue element. A scatter-gather array pushed into a Demikernel queue always pops out as a single element. This feature provides two benefits: (1) it gives a kernel-bypass accelerator information about the granularity at which to compute (e.g., the encryption or compression unit), and (2) it ensures that applications process requests only when the entire queue element is available and can be processed to completion.

Both push and pop are non-blocking. If either operation cannot immediately complete, it returns a qtoken. Applications use the qtoken to fetch the completion when it is ready via wait_* system calls. The wait call blocks on a single queue token, wait_any provides functionality similar to select or epoll, and wait_all blocks until all operations complete. Section 4.4 discusses how applications process I/O using the wait_* calls.

The merge system call (line 14, Figure 3) returns a new queue that merges two queues. A pop from either queue results in a pop from the merged queue and a push to the merged queue results in a push to both queues.

The filter system call (line 15, Figure 3) returns a new queue with only the filtered elements from the original queue. A pop from the original queue results in a pop from the new queue only if the filter function returns true; a push into the new queue results in a push to the original queue only if the filter function is met. We currently do not restrict filter functions, but we foresee using a verified framework like Berkeley Packet Filters [40] or Floem [52]. Library OSes always implement filters directly on supported devices but default to using the CPU if necessary. Filters are useful beyond reducing CPU load: for example, they can improve cache utilization by steering I/O to CPUs based on application-specific parameters (e.g., keys in a key-value store) [32].

The sort system call returns a new queue with elements reordered from the original one. A push to the original queue automatically places the element in the sorted queue in priority order, causing a pop from the sorted queue to return the element with the highest priority from the original queue. Sorted queues are useful for implementing application-specific priority definitions, which the library OS strives to offload to the I/O device when possible.

The map system call returns a queue that applies the map function to every queue element. Applications can combine queues to create complex I/O processing pipelines, which can then be offloaded to a kernel-bypass accelerator. For example, a series of filter and map queues could be implemented on today’s programmable NICs using P4 [7] or Floem [52].

### 4.4 Event and Thread Scheduling

Demikernel does not prescribe a particular I/O handling model (e.g., asynchronous, co-routines, polling); however, we envision Demikernel libOSes being tightly integrated with existing scheduling libraries. To support this, the Demikernel interface provides a low-level, improved epoll interface, which we call wait_* (lines 5-7 in Figure 3), that works with qtokens returned by non-blocking queue operations.

Because queues have granularity, each qtoken is unique to a single queue operation. As a result, different application threads can wait on different tokens, rather than all waiting on the same file descriptor. This abstraction solves two major issues with POSIX epoll: (1) wait directly returns the data from the operation so the application can process the returned data without making another system call, and (2) wait wakes exactly one thread on each pop completion, so there are never wasted wake ups for threads with no data to processes.

Applications can easily replace an application-level epoll loop with a call to wait_sny. In the future, we plan to implement a libevent [39]-based Demikernel OS, which would enable applications, like memcached [20], to achieve the benefits of kernel-bypass transparently.

### 4.5 Memory Management

The Demikernel interface provides semi-transparent, zero-copy I/O for applications in the form of transparent memory registration and free-protection for in-use memory buffers. Demikernel libOSes employ a memory manager, similar
The Demikernel interface eliminates this registration from
Redis allocates a new value buffer for each `put` request and changes the pointer in its data structures to the new buffer.

Our choice to integrate the memory manager in the libOS with the kernel-bypass accelerator means that applications cannot use an application-specific memory manager. However, we believe that the benefit of avoiding explicit memory registration and coordination outweighs the applications’ need for custom memory allocation. We envision application-specific management can be addressed by adapting existing memory allocators for the Demikernel as part of a new libOS.

5 Future Work

While the Demikernel specifies a new OS architecture, the design of its library OSes leaves much room for future work.

5.1 Library OS Design

Each Demikernel library OSes supports a specific accelerator type (e.g., RDMA, DPDK). To do so, it implements the OS functionality missing from the specific device. For example, while DPDK requires an entire networking stack, RDMA requires a transport implementation atop the RDMA verbs interface. Design decisions are specific to each device type as well; for example, which networking stack to use for DPDK, or whether to use one- or two-sided operations for RDMA communication. Ideally, the library OSes should be built in a modular fashion and share as much code as possible, but it remains unclear how to do so when there are so many varied kernel-bypass accelerators.

5.2 Network Protocols

Network I/O poses a challenge for library OSes. While some accelerators work with all network protocols (e.g., DPDK can support any networking stack), others require both ends of the connection to support a particular protocol (e.g., RDMA...
NICs require that both ends communicate via Infiniband or RoCE [4]). Further, to support Demikernel queues, Demikernel libOSes need a unit for breaking up I/O. The libOS could insert the needed framing itself (e.g., atop a TCP stream); however, the other end must be able to correctly parse the framing and recreate the scatter-gather array. Alternatively, the libOS could use framing available in an existing protocol (e.g., HTTPS, REST), but this approach trades-off limit libOS generality.

5.3 File Systems and Storage

A similar challenge for libraryOSes appears in efficient access to storage. If Demikernel library OSes used a custom disk layout for performance, any application would have to find a compatible libOS to read stored data. Existing disk layouts (e.g., ext4) may impose unnecessary overhead since each Demikernel libOS supports only a single application, which may not require an entire UNIX file system. Future work could include design of an accelerator-specific storage layout.

6 Related Work

The Demikernel takes inspiration from the significant past research into operating systems and kernel-bypass accelerators. Operating Systems. The library operating system approach has been used previously to improve performance while maintaining flexibility. Previous library operating systems [17, 38, 53] were customized to applications in order to provide high performance and flexibility. Recent work, such as Arrakis [51] and IX [5], focus on providing low-latency access to I/O devices; both split functionality between a control plane and a data plane. Demikernel also splits functionality in this way; however, it targets a range of kernel-bypass accelerators, not hardware virtualization devices. Additionally, Demikernel provides a new high-level kernel-bypass interface that IX and Arrakis do not.

User-level OS extensions [18, 61] let applications customize parts of the OS for their needs. User-space file systems and networking stacks have also been heavily researched. Device drivers, whether in the OS kernel [13, 58] or at user level [37], hide differences between hardware interfaces; however, they do not implement OS functionality. For example, Mellanox and Intel provide DPDK device drivers for their respective devices, but these drivers implement no OS functionality, not even a networking stack.

I/O Accelerated Systems. Many user-level networking stacks replace missing functionality in DPDK devices and maintain the POSIX interface. We explored mTCP [25] but found it to be too expensive; for example, its latency was higher than the Linux kernel’s. Other options [3, 19, 50, 55] suffer from similar inefficiencies imposed by the POSIX interface. Netmap [54] and Stackmap [62] both offer user-level interfaces to NICs, but they are much lower level than the one proposed in this paper.

ReFlex [35] and PASTE [22] provide fast remote access to SSDs and NVMMEs, respectively, by optimizing processing between the network and storage I/O. The Demikernel provides a more general interface to make these applications easier to build.

Past and recent efforts have explored moving functionality between the CPU, NIC and network. Moving TCP is an old idea [14, 46] that has become newly popular. Narayan, et al. [47] make a case for leaving TCP on the CPU but moving congestion control off of the data path, while TAS [33] proposes moving parts of the protocol to a dedicated CPU. Mittal, et al. [45] explore moving reliable delivery from the network into the NIC, although a CPU-based option would also be possible. DPI [1] proposes an interface similar to the Demikernel syscall interface but uses flows instead of queues and considers network I/O but not storage.

I/O Accelerated Applications. Many applications have been customized to leverage low-latency network access. Systems such as FaRM [16], FASST [30], and more [11, 29, 34, 44, 59, 60] use RDMA for low-latency access to remote memory. In contrast, the Demikernel targets applications that want the benefits of kernel-bypass and are willing to sacrifice access to hardware-specific features for portability and future-proofing.

7 Conclusion

Today’s widely-available kernel-bypass accelerators let applications bypass the operating systems stack on the I/O path. Unfortunately, they do not replace the OS kernel’s functionality, leaving a crucial gap in the stack: no high-level I/O abstraction. To fill this gap, we proposed the Demikernel, a new OS architecture for kernel-bypass datacenter servers. The Demikernel defines a new kernel-bypass I/O abstraction and customizes library OSes, not applications, to specific kernel-bypass accelerators. More research into the challenges of designing these library OSes remains for future work.
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